10 Minute Pendants
With Tissue Decoupage Paper

www.blackberrydesigns.com
By Dea Shelton
Supplies
Stampboard (can be found at most stamp
& craft stores)
Tissue decoupage paper Domino images
www.blackberrydesigns.com
Soft brush
Water based gloss varnish
Elmer’s Glue-all (not school glue)
Metal leafing pens or permanent marker
Charms, beads, & other embellishments
Jewelry bails, chain, satin or leather cord

Step 1
Cut out your blackberry designs domino images with a small pair of scissors, you do not need to cut the images exact as you can
trim the paper after you apply it. Pre-do a layout by arranging images on your pendant .

Step 2
Use a file to round the edges of the stampboard pendant, if desired.

Step 3
Lightly brush water on the front and back of your cut-out image, let sit for 2-3 minutes, if necessary, blot dry with a paper towel.
Apply Elmer’s glue to back of image and stampboard, using soft brush, let paper relax for about 15 seconds and immediately
adhere to pendant board using your fingers, make sure your fingers have a small amount of water& glue on them so they don’t
stick to your paper, use your fingers to smooth image onto surface, clean up any excess glue with your brush. Once dry, apply
thin coat of glue to front of image. Let dry.

Step 4
Once your pendant is dry (remember it may feel dry, but if it is cold to the touch it is still wet), apply three coats of a good
water-based varnish, we like Delta, with a soft brush. Let dry.

Step 5
You can finish the edges with a metallic leafing pen or a permanent marker, we brought the leafing pen at a 45 degree angle
around the edges of the stampboard. Once dry, attach a glue on bail with your Elmer's Glue-all, or E-6000 glue. Glue on bails
can generally be found at your local craft store in the jewelry section.

Step 6
We strung our necklace on 1mm leather cord applying beads and spacers. You can also apply rhinestones, and other
embellishments to your pendant using Elmer's Glue.

We have Stampboard Jewelry Kits, for this project on our website. The kit
contains enough for three pendants!!!

